Public Domain Images used in this training

Adventurecornerphoto.JPG By Adventurecorner
morgueFile.com free photo
You are allowed to copy, distribute, transmit the work and
to adapt the work. Attribution is not required. You are
prohibited from using this work in a stand alone manner.
Image URI: http://mrg.bz/OfoMDi
JPEG URI: http://mrg.bz/w7FbqR
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Copyright for: A girl smiles as she fish royalty
free stock photo
This file (a-girl-smiles-as-she-fish.jpg) is in
public domain, not copyrighted, no rights reserved,
free for any use. You can use this picture: A girl
smiles as she fish for any use including commercial
purposes without the prior written permission and
without fee or obligation.
About author/photographer
Walton LaVonda, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
http://www.public-domain-image.com/full-image/people-public-domainimages-pictures/female-women-public-domain-images-pictures/a-girlsmiles-as-she-fish.jpg-royalty-free-stock-photo.html
A girl smiles as she fish by Walton LaVonda, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Copyright for: Airshow airplanes free image
This file (airshow-airplanes.jpg) is in public
domain, not copyrighted, no rights reserved, free
for any use. You can use this picture: Airshow
airplanes for any use including commercial purposes
without the prior written permission and without
fee or obligation.
About author/photographer
Jon Sullivan
If you are going to publish, redistribute this image on the Internet
place this link:
http://www.public-domain-image.com/full-image/transportation-vehiclespublic-domain-images-pictures/aeroplanes-aircrafts-public-domainimages-pictures/airshow-airplanes.jpg-free-image.html
Airshow airplanes by Jon Sullivan

Allo Martinez
by Fervent-adepte-de-la-mode
Free for commercial use, attribution to the creator is required.
http://www.imcreator.com/free/fashion-beauty/beauty/allo-martinez

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Copyright for: A young pretty girl laughs free
stock photo
This file (a-young-pretty-girl-laughs.jpg) is in
public domain, not copyrighted, no rights reserved,
free for any use. You can use this picture: A young
pretty girl laughs for any use including commercial
purposes without the prior written permission and
without fee or obligation.
About author/photographer
Justine Belson, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
If you are going to publish, redistribute this image on the Internet
place this link:
http://www.public-domain-image.com/full-image/people-public-domainimages-pictures/children-kids-public-domain-images-pictures/a-youngpretty-girl-laughs.jpg-free-stock-photo.html
A young pretty girl laughs by Justine Belson, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------beauty-portrait.jpg
Beauty Portrait by Petr Kratochvil
License: Public Domain
Note: We obtained Model Release form for this image but
please note that file must not be used in a way that
places any person in the photo in a bad light or depicts
them in a way that they may find offensive.
http://www.publicdomainpictures.net/viewimage.php?image=19100&picture=beauty-portrait&large=1
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright for: Child holding fish on a pier free
photo
This file (child-holding-fish-on-a-pier.jpg) is in
public domain, not copyrighted, no rights reserved,
free for any use. You can use this picture: Child
holding fish on a pier for any use including
commercial purposes without the prior written
permission and without fee or obligation.
About author/photographer
Laubenstein Karen, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
If you are going to publish, redistribute this image on the Internet
place this link:
http://www.public-domain-image.com/full-image/people-public-domainimages-pictures/children-kids-public-domain-images-pictures/childholding-fish-on-a-pier.jpg-free-photo.html
Child holding fish on a pier by Laubenstein Karen, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service
-------------------------------------------------------------------Coshocton_Fair_2011_019.jpg
morgueFile.com free photo
You are allowed to copy, distribute, transmit the
work and to adapt the work. Attribution is not
required. You are prohibited from using this work
in a stand alone manner.
Image URI: http://mrg.bz/SSFrmz
JPEG URI: http://mrg.bz/yej5S2
--------------------------------------------------------------------Copyright for: Cute happy girl with bird royalty free
stock photograph
This file (cute-happy-girl-with-bird-.jpg) is in public
domain, not copyrighted, no rights reserved, free for any
use. You can use this picture: Cute happy girl with bird
for any use including commercial purposes without the
prior written permission and without fee or obligation.
About author/photographer
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
If you are going to publish, redistribute this image on the Internet
place this link:
http://www.public-domain-image.com/full-image/people-public-domainimages-pictures/female-women-public-domain-images-pictures/cute-happygirl-with-bird-.jpg-royalty-free-stock-photograph.html
Cute happy girl with bird by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
----------------------------------------------------------------------

DSC_0124.JPG By MareleeB
morgueFile.com free photo
You are allowed to copy, distribute, transmit the
work and to adapt the work. Attribution is not
required. You are prohibited from using this work in
a stand alone manner.
Image URI: http://mrg.bz/chscNy
JPEG URI: http://mrg.bz/eqReuz
--------------------------------------------------------------------DSCN0379.JPG By quicksandala
morgueFile.com free photo
You are allowed to copy, distribute, transmit the
work and to adapt the work. Attribution is not
required. You are prohibited from using this work
in a stand alone manner.
Image URI: http://mrg.bz/JN6NJ3
JPEG URI: http://mrg.bz/OEr65D
---------------------------------------------------------------------DSCN5850.jpg By pippalou
morgueFile.com free photo
You are allowed to copy, distribute, transmit the
work and to adapt the work. Attribution is not
required. You are prohibited from using this work
in a stand alone manner.
Image URI: http://mrg.bz/sYukrz
--------------------------------------------------------------------Copyright for: Girl in night club royalty free
stock photo
This file (girl-in-night-club.jpg) is in public
domain, not copyrighted, no rights reserved, free
for any use. You can use this picture: Girl in
night club for any use including commercial
purposes without the prior written permission and
without fee or obligation.
About author/photographer
Paolo Neo
If you are going to publish, redistribute this image on the Internet
place this link:
http://www.public-domain-image.com/full-image/people-public-domainimages-pictures/female-women-public-domain-images-pictures/girl-innight-club.jpg-royalty-free-stock-photo.html
Girl in night club by Paolo Neo
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